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Introducing FREEDOM Domes, setting a new
standard for performance in a compact package.
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New FREEDOM LTE-A Dome

Wave WiFi's FREEDOM LTE-A Dome combines a MIMO WiFi Transceiver

and a SIM activated cellular system in a convenient easy to mount format

The FREEDOM LTE-A Dome combines a Dual Band 802.11 N/AC MIMO
(Multiple Input/Multiple Output) WiFi transceiver along with an LTE Advanced
MIMO cellular system with a built in SIM slot. This allows users to access WiFi
hot spots on shore or switch to cellular data sources for fast reliable internet
connectivity.
The compact dome configuration, single wire (POE) power over ethernet
detachable cabling, and standard marine 1"-14 mounting makes installation
easy.

FREEDOM LTE-A with stainless steel
surface mount (mount not included)

The FREEDOM LTE-A uses Wave WiFi's proprietary GUI (Graphic User
Interface) which makes it easy to identify, choose and access internet sources.
The Freedom's Dual Band capabilities mean it can connect to both 2.4Ghz and
faster 5.0Ghz WiFi signals that many marinas now offer. When no WiFi signals
are accessible the unit can easily switch to cellular data sources using the built
in SIM slot and cellular antenna. For added convenience and when travelling in
foreign ports the SIM card can be changed out to take advantage of local rates
and prepaid programs.

Combine the FREEDOM Dome with one of Wave WifI's routers/network
controllers like the Dual Band broadcast MNC-1200 to connect multiple
onboard devices wirelessly. Add an MNC-1250 for an additional SIM slot for
cellular redundancy and to be able to easily switch between cell sources.

Ellen Bradley, chief brand officer for NMMA discussing Discover
Boating's research on the next generation of boaters says,
“The freedom of being on the water, and the feelings associated with that
freedom, were significant unifiers and influencers for boating... At the same
time, the social connections and opportunities that uniquely come with boating,
align with what both future and current boat owners are looking for. “

“We couldn't agree more, our new domes provide boaters the FREEDOM
to be connected to the internet using our easy to mount compact
hardware systems. It is a connected world and Wave WiFi products
provide boaters top technology topside that helps them stay online."
Jeff Graham, CEO Wave WiFi

The FREEDOM dome also comes in a WiFi only configuration for boaters that
already have one of our SIM activated cellular systems onboard.

For more Information on the Wave WiFi FREEDOM Dome
CLICK HERE

About Wave WiFi Inc.
Based in Oakland Park, Florida. Wave WiFi has been offering high tech mobile
WiFi solutions for the marine market for nearly two decades. They specialize in
mobile WiFi systems that help boaters stay connected. Their full suite of
connectivity solutions includes waterproof external antennas, routers, both
single and dual band broadcast network controllers, and access points for
inside the vessel. Dual band WiFi, and SIM activated cellular transceivers
facilitate connection to shoreside internet sources. Wave WiFi produces a wide
range of hardware solutions that help boaters, RV owners, marinas, and
anyone needing access to mobile internet, easy and effective connectivity,
performance, and reliability.
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